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WELCOME! 

Thank you for becoming part of the Southern Utah University Intergovernmental Internship 

Cooperative. This manual is designed to clarify the IIC’s rules, policies and procedures.  PLEASE KEEP 

THIS MANUAL AT WORKING SITES AND REFER TO IT OFTEN DURING YOUR TERM OF SERVICE!  

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

Eligibility 

To work for the IIC at SUU, individuals must be US Citizens and meet one of the following Eligibility 

Criteria: 

1) Be enrolled students at an institution of higher education (Regular Intern) 

or 

2) Be within two years post graduate. (Recent Graduate Intern) 

or 

3) Be 16-18 years old, pre-colligate. (YCC Intern) 

 

 

Intern Status 

Student:  Individuals presently enrolled at SUU, or enrolled fall semester following their summer 

internship at SUU, for 6 or more credit hours, are considered “Students.” 

Non-Student:  Individuals not enrolled at SUU, or enrolled at SUU for fewer than 6 credit hours, are 

considered “Non-Students” by SUU Human Resources.   

 

Internship Agreement 

All IIC funded internships are accompanied by an Internship agreement.  All fields and signatures must 

be completed prior to beginning the internship.  Additional agency-specific Internship requirements or 

documentation may be appended to the agreement.. 

Process: 

1- The agreement is completed by the agency partner in collaboration with the selected intern, 

both sign and date.   

2- The intern takes the agreement to their Academic advisor for signature. 

3- The Intern then obtains SUU HR signature upon completion of the SUU hiring paperwork. 

4- The Intern returns the agreement to the IIC coordinator. 

5- IIC will provided a copy of the fully executed Internship Agreement to the Agency Mentor.   

6- The intern begins work.  
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Academics 

Under direction of the IIC steering committee, all internship funded through the IIC must be directly tied 

to academic achievement.  Prior to starting the internship, Interns must provide the IIC coordinator 

proof of enrollment in a credit bearing course directly tied to the internship, or notification from a 

professor that the internship will fulfill a class requirement.  Types of SUU credit readily available to the 

Intern include: 

Internship (Dept-4890, 5890, 6890)      

Cooperative Education  (Dept-2840, 4840, 6840)     

EDGE (UNIV-3925,4925)     

IIC Directed Project (UNIV-2890) 

Practicum or Class Project  (Dept-variable) 

 

Non-SUU students should seek credit through their College or University. Non-SUU students may obtain 

“non-degree seeking” credit through the IIC by registering for UNIV-2890.  Costs include Admission and 

course fee for a total of $100 for 1 credit.   

Non-SUU students who enroll for 6 or more credits through SUU in relation to the internship are 

converted to “Student” status.  The Internship funding may or may not cover credit registration 

expenses as to be determined by the Host Agency.   

 

Hiring Forms 

All individuals selected for hire must complete the following forms, providing the requisite documents, 

at the SUU Human Resources office (Students who have been employed at SUU within the last 12 

months, and have no household or banking changes are exempt): 

1- SUU hourly hiring form. 

2- Federal I-9, W-4 forms 

I-9 from requires photo ID and proof of citizenship (one of the following are most commonly 

used to satisfy the requirements, original documents required):  

- Current Passport  

- Driver License & Social Security Card or Birth certificate 

-Tribal Identification Card 

(Refer to form I-9 for all documents you may use to proof ID & citizenship for I9 purposes) 

 

3- Direct deposit form with:  1) a voided check or 2) a bank direct deposit authorization slip.  

All interns must complete the “IIC Student Tracker” form and submit it to the IIC (See Appendix).  

Failing to complete any of these forms will result in a hiring delay until they are completed. 
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Orientation 

Selected Interns must attend an IIC Orientation prior to beginning work.  An orientation will be held in 

early May for summer internships.  Students who have been selected for an internship, and have met 

with the IIC Coordinator, will be advised of the date, time, and location of the orientation.  Non-summer 

interns will receive orientation individually or in small groups as needed throughout the school year.  

Orientation includes an overview of the IIC program and review of policies and procedures.   

Training 

Each May, IIC’s Career Conservation Corps offers a basic skills training.  The Host Agency may elect to 

send their intern to the training.  Training topics include, but are not limited to: Trails, Vegetation 

Monitoring, Fence construction, S212 Chainsaw, Leave no Trace, CPR & First Aid, Resume and Interview 

development.   

Agency and position-specific Training and Orientation are the responsibility of the host agency.  Training 

costs of the intern may be charged against the Internship funding and must be included in the Internship 

Budget submitted with the Internship Agreement.   

Worksite 

Worksite may vary based on the duties of internship.  In collaboration with the IIC, the Agency Mentor 

designates the worksite.  Worksites include, but are not limited to: Office, Field, and Campus. 

Intern’s Agency Status 

IIC funded interns are traditionally considered “Volunteers” by the host Agency.  As volunteers, rather 

than an Agency Employees, it is common for some variances to occur such as uniforms, email, 

inclusion/exclusion in official agency hierarchy, work assignment, work schedule, pay, etc.  Typically, IIC 

Agency partners endeavor to ensure that all IIC interns are treated fairly and equitable to those working 

in similar Agency positions. 

“Give Back” Activities 

As part of the internship experience, all IIC interns are asked to “give back” to the IIC program.  Options 

include: End of Season Poster Symposium and Scholarship competition, IIC-Day Presentation, Festival of 

Excellence Presentation, Weekly Blog updates, Write PR Article about your internship, Produce PR Video 

about your internship, YCC Advocate to encourage youth to achieve success in school, etc., and “Other” 

activities may be used with the approval of an IIC Coordinator.  To help in selection, interns can contact 

the IIC for more background information about the various activities.  Attendance at the End of Season 

Gathering is highly encouraged for all interns and mentors. 
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Professional and Academic development 

The purpose of an internship is to concurrently support the professional and academic development of 

the intern while meeting the needs of the Host Agency.  It is expected that the Host Agency will provide 

a Mentor to support this development.  Many agency personnel find that working with interns on 

professional and academic development is refreshing and rewarding.  The Host Agency should identify 

opportunities for development and support the intern in those opportunities.   

In most cases, the intern will need to complete tasks related to obtaining the academic credit connected 

to the internship.  Agency collaboration is critical in fulfilling those tasks.  However, such tasks or 

opportunities must be agreeable to the agency prior to initiation.  The professional and academic 

development tasks and opportunities are typically outlined in the IIC Internship Agreement and the SUU 

Academic Department agreement (this agreement is usually between the Intern, the Agency Mentor 

and their Academic Advisor). 

Mentor and Collaborators 

The Host Agency is required to provide an Internship Mentor/Collaborator who will guide and assist the 

intern in their daily tasks and be responsible for the activities and actions of the intern while completing 

those tasks.  Beyond the day-to-day management of the intern’s duties, the Mentor will also impart 

wisdom to and share knowledge with the intern and should take a personal interest in their 

development.    

 Total Internship Hours 

Interns may not be employed by SUU for more than 1500 hours in any 12-month period.  The 1500 hour 

maximum includes all campus positions held, not just the IIC internship.  Individuals selected for the 

internship who have been employed by SUU during the Calendar year in which they are hired for the 

internship must provide their current total hour tally to the Agency Mentor and the IIC Coordinator prior 

to signing the internship agreement.  There are three work Schedule types: 

1- Summer Season (First full week of May – Third week of August): 40 hrs/week 

2- School Year (Fourth week of August - First Friday of May):  Max of 20 hrs/week 

3- Combined: Summer 40 hrs/week, School Year Max of 20 hrs/week 

Any student that has worked more than an average of 20 hours per week during Spring semester at SUU 

is only eligible to work 30 hours per week during the Summer for IIC.  Student employees that have 

worked an average of 20 or fewer hours per week during spring semester at SUU are eligible to work 40 

hour weeks during the Summer for IIC. 

In limited and unusual situations total internship hours and workweek hour limitations may be adjusted.  

Agencies must provide a compelling justification for the adjustment. The internship cannot exceed 1500 

hours unless funding and agreements are in place to hire the intern as a full-time, benefits eligible, 

university employee.  SUU Human Resources will make final determination of allowing the adjustment 

or not. 
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Workweek  

The SUU workweek is defined as the period between Saturday morning at 12:01 a.m. through the 

following Friday evening at 12:00. 

- 40 hours/week may be worked during the Summer, Winter, and Spring Breaks. 

- Max of 28 hours may be worked during the weeks of SUU’s Fall and Thanksgiving Breaks.   

- Max of20 hours/week may be worked during non-break weeks of Fall and Spring Semesters. 

 

Overtime 

Over Time is time-and-a-half (1 hour worked = 1.5 hours in pay).  Overtime represents time actually 

worked by an hourly employee in excess of forty (40) hours during any full workweek (Saturday-Friday) 

during Summer, Winter, and Spring Breaks.  Each hour of overtime counts as a full extra time unit 

towards the intern’s 1500 hour SUU employment limit (e.g. an employee works 1.5 hours of overtime in 

a pay period.  This will count as 3 hours of work, but paid as 2.25 hours).  As such, overtime is 

discouraged unless absolutely necessary and deemed necessary by the intern’s supervisor/mentor and 

IIC.  

Work in excess of eight(8) hours in any workday is not overtime. Only where more than forty (40) hours 

are actually worked in any one workweek does overtime occur. Daily hours may be varied within a 

workweek to accomplish necessary workloads and to limit or eliminate the necessity for overtime, but 

supervisors shall also exercise care that extended daily work schedules do not result in fatigue-related 

safety risks. 

Overtime shall be reported in increments of one-quarter hour. All paid overtime will be charged against 

the Internship Budget.  Excessive overtime will result in a reduction in length of the internship as the 

funding will be fully utilized prior to the planned End of Internship Date.  

 

Time Off 

Interns must arrange for any needed time off from their work assignment with their Agency Host 

Mentors.  Time off from work is non-paid.  Interns do not accrue sick or vacation days with SUU.    
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Holidays 

These are SUU recognized holidays that the IIC Interns qualify for as non-paid time off.  Interns whose 

position requires their services on prescribed holidays shall be given opportunity to take another non-

paid day off within the same workweek. 

New Year's Day (January 1) 

Martin Luther King Holiday (Third Monday in January) 

President's Day (Third Monday in February) 

Memorial Day (Last Monday in May) 

Independence Day (July 4) 

Pioneer Day (July 24) 

Labor Day (First Monday in September) 

Thanksgiving Day (Fourth Thursday in November) 

Day following Thanksgiving 

Christmas Day (December 25) 

 

When a holiday falls on a Saturday, the previous Friday will be the day off. When a holiday falls on 

Sunday, the following Monday will be the day off. 

 

Timesheet - Pay periods - Pay dates 

Interns are required to submit their online timesheet via their SUU Portal.  Timesheet orientation will be 

provided to the intern at the beginning of the internship during the IIC Intern Orientation.  SUU HR will 

also orient the intern in this regard.  Tutorial information on inputting time is also available online at 

http://www.suu.edu/it/admin/timeinput/TimeSheetTraining.pdf 

There are two(2) Pay Periods each month:   

Pay period 1:  1st day of the month through the 15th  

Timesheet must be submitted by 11:59pm on the 15th  

Pay period 2:   16th day of month to Last day of month  

Timesheet must be submitted by 11:59pm on the last day of the month. 

Pay dates are usually 10 calendar days after the end of each pay period (e.g. the 25th for time submitted the 

1st-15th; the 10th for time submitted the 16th-last day of the month).  If the pay date falls on a Saturday, the 

paycheck will be deposited on Friday. If the Pay date falls on a Sunday, the paycheck is deposited on the 

following Monday.  Interns not utilizing direct deposit will receive their paycheck via US Mail in 

approximately 5 days after the pay date.  Interns are strongly encouraged to set up direct deposit. 

Interns may be asked to provide their agency mentor verification of hours submitted to the IIC.  To do so, 

use the Print Screen function to take a screen-shot of your submitted timesheet, then paste into a 

document or email and send to your mentor.  
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Late Time 

Interns who do not submit their hours on time will be required to complete a paper Late Time Form (See 

Appendix).  The intern and IIC Hourly Supervisor must each sign Late Time Form.  The form is delivered to 

the IIC staff who will then submit it to the SUU Payroll office.  Pay for late time is deferred to the following 

pay period when payroll is again run by SUU.  This represents a period of two weeks without receiving pay 

due to tardiness.  Interns who habitually use Late Time and do not correct their timesheet tardiness may be 

terminated.     

 

Hour Tracking & Reports 

The Host Agency, Intern, and IIC are all responsible to track hours worked.  The Agency Mentor is 

responsible to track hours that are submitted to the IIC by the intern.  Upon submission, Intern 

submitted hours are tracked by the IIC and the Internship Budget is updated.  IIC generates a monthly 

“Intern Hours & Budget Update” on or about the 15th each month.  The hours reported to the IIC by the 

intern should match the hours the host agency has tracked for the intern.  The Agency Mentor must 

notify IIC of any significant discrepancies between the tracked hours and the report.  Mentors/Interns 

are encouraged to utilize the “Intern Time Card” table on the IIC Internship Budget spreadsheet to track 

the intern’s hours and budget. 

 

Performance and Termination 

Sub-standard performance by the intern may result in termination.  In cases of sub-standard 

performance or behavior the Host Agency Mentor, in cooperation with the IIC staff, will develop a plan 

that outlines expectations for improvement.  If the intern does not meet the expectations in the set 

timeframe they may be terminated.  Any intern participating in illegal or negligent/deliberate unsafe 

behavior, or violates employment policies governing their employment with Southern Utah University 

(Drug-Free Workplace, Harassment, etc) will be terminated.   

SUU reserves the right to terminate intern participation in the internship program, and to remove an 

intern from a work assignment at any time if the IIC and faculty supervisor decides, in consultation with 

the Director of Human Resources and appropriate University administrators, that continued 

participation is not in the best interests of SUU and/or its students. 

Any Intern (non-benefit eligible) who reached 1500 hours in any 12 month period will automatically be 

terminated.   

Interns who have reached their End of Internship Date, as identified in the Internship Agreement, or 

whose budgets are exhausted will be terminated unless a new or amended Internship Agreement is in 

place to extend the Internship.   
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Eligibility Packet 

IIC is constantly working to ensure that Interns have every possible opportunity to qualify for available 

hiring authorities.  Such hiring authorities may allow interns to receive time-in-grade equivalency, non-

competitive status, Direct Hire, etc.  It is the responsibility of the Intern, in collaboration with their 

Mentor, to complete all applicable forms and certificates that reflect each respective eligibility.  The IIC 

will provide Eligibility forms and certificates as opportunities become available for IIC interns. 

Types of Eligibility: 

- Time-In-Grade Equivalency 

- PLC Crew Member 

- PLC Resource Assistant 

- PLC Resource Assistant - Direct Hire 

 

End of Year Gathering 

At the end of the work season the IIC hosts a gathering for all interns and mentors.  This event is an 

opportunity to celebrate your internship.  Activities at this event include: Dinner, IIC Awards, Poster 

session and Scholarship competition.  Mentors are invited to present awards to their interns at this 

event as well.  The Gathering also provides an excellent opportunity to network with professionals from 

multiple IIC partner agencies, which may lead to future internship and career opportunities.  All IIC 

interns should attend.  

Drug and Alcohol Abuse 

1. Drug-related Offenses on SUU or Host Agency Property:  Pursuant to the Drug-Free Workplace Act of 

1988, employees are prohibited from unlawfully manufacturing, distributing, dispensing, possessing or 

using a controlled substance in the workplace.  As further required under the Drug-Free Workplace Act, 

an employee, as a condition of employment with IIC, must notify IIC if she or he is convicted of any 

criminal drug statute violation occurring in the workplace no later than five days after the conviction. 

2. Alcoholic Beverages on SUU or Host Agency Property:  Consumption of alcoholic beverages on SUU 

property or Sponsor Property is prohibited. 

3. Drug and Alcohol Use Off SUU or Host Agency Property:  Unlawful manufacture, distribution, 

dispensing, possession, or use of a controlled substance, and excessive use of alcohol, that may 

adversely affect an employee’s job performance, or that may reflect unfavorably upon public or 

governmental confidence in the manner in which IIC carries out its activities, is prohibited. 

4. Uniform Policy:  CIC Crew members are prohibited from wearing uniform items with the IIC or Host 

Agency logos during off-hours where alcohol and/or illegal drugs are present. 

5. Drugs and alcohol are not permitted in SUU Motorpool vehicles.  Violations of this rule will result in 

immediate termination of term of service.  

6. Disciplinary Action:  Any member failing to adhere to this policy will be subject to immediate 

termination. 
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Non-Discrimination and Sexual Harassment 

 IIC does not discriminate in program admission based on race, color, sexual orientation, military 

discharge, sex, national origin, disability, or any other characteristic unrelated to the ability to perform 

the essential functions or basic tenets of IIC, or any bona fide occupational qualifications. IIC will make 

reasonable accommodations for qualified individuals with known disabilities, as long as the 

accommodation does not impose an undue hardship on IIC. This policy governs all aspects of the 

program, including selection, placement assignment, compensation, and access to benefits and training.  

IIC makes every effort to ensure that its host agencies have similar non-discrimination policies. Any 

member with questions or concerns about any type of discrimination in their placement workplace is 

encouraged to bring these issues to the attention of the IIC Coordinator and SUU Human Resources.  If 

the placement agency is found to be engaging in such activities, removal of the intern(s) (and denial of 

future interns at that agency) can result.  Discrimination on the part of fellow IIC interns will also not be 

tolerated.  Anyone found to be engaging in any type of unlawful or harassing discrimination will be 

subject to disciplinary action up to, and including, dismissal.   

 IIC will not tolerate harassment of any kind. Harassment includes threatening or insinuating that 

the refusal to submit to sexual advances will adversely affect admission or program benefits. 

Harassment may also include conduct such as unwanted sexual flirtation or touches; abusive or 

degrading language; graphic or suggestive comments; or displaying inappropriate objects or pictures. 

Any Intern who believes that he or she has been subject to harassment of any kind, or who has 

knowledge about harassment of others, should report the harassment to the IIC Coordinator and SUU 

Human Resources.  Any member who is found to have engaged in harassment will be subject to 

appropriate discipline up to, and including, expulsion from IIC. 

Public and Partner Image 

It is highly important that all Interns maintain the positive public image of SUU & IIC both on and off the 

work site. The success of the IIC is dependent upon the Interns ability to maintain positive image with 

the host Agency as well as the general public.  Interns are asked to make good, healthy, and respectful 

decisions during their term of service. Members that are disrespectful and do not maintain the positive 

public image of IIC and its partners will be subject to warnings and termination. 

Evaluations 

Four IIC evaluations are to be completed for each internship including 2 Mid-Internship and 2 End of 

Internship Evaluations.  The Intern and the Mentor each complete a Mid-Internship and End of 

Internship Evaluation.  The evaluations provide an opportunity to assess how the internship is 

progressing in fulfillment of the Internship Agreement and can be used to strengthen the internship 

experience if needed to ensure its success.  Evaluations are conducted via electronic survey. Links to the 

survey will be provided to the Mentor and the intern by the IIC. 

Host Agency may concurrently conduct their own internal evaluations. 
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Reimbursement (Purchases/Travel/Per Diem)  

Work related purchases personally made by the intern, such as hotel expenses during travel, etc., that 

are allowable by the funding source, are reimbursable to the intern.  Per Diem, as identified in the 

funding source, is also available to the intern.  Personal vehicle mileage reimbursement is available to 

the intern as allowed in the funding source.  All reimbursements must be approved by the agency 

Mentor.  The Host Agency is responsible for planning for these costs and including them in the 

Internship Budget as part of the Internship Agreement.  Unless the funding source for the internship 

stipulates the payment of Federal rates, SUU Per Diem and Mileage rates will apply.          

To receive reimbursement, interns must complete all applicable fields of the IIC Reimbursement Form 

(See Appendix) with the Agency Mentor, provide corresponding receipts of purchases, and both sign.  

Completed forms and receipts are to be submitted to the IIC for processing and payment.  Electronic 

copies sent from the Agency Mentor on behalf of the intern are sufficient.  Any request for 

reimbursement submitted by the intern without the Agency Mentor’s approval will not be processed.    

 

Medical 

Any incident requiring professional medical attention must be reported to SUU Human Resources and 

IIC staff immediately.  Completed SUU Accident Report from and Worker Compensation Forms are to be 

sent to SUU Human Resources and IIC (See Appendix).   

Non-life threatening injuries should be treated at the nearest Work-Med/Insta-Care facility.  All life 

threatening injuries/conditions should be treated at the nearest available emergency medical facility 

without delay.  

 

SUU Motor pool 

In some cases SUU motor pool may be utilized to provide vehicles for limited work related travel for the 

intern.  Motor pool related costs (daily rental and vehicle mileage rates) must be budgeted for in the 

Internship Budget as part of the Internship Agreement.  Interns are required to complete the State 

online Utah Drivers Training with a passing score before operating motor pool vehicles. 

http://www.suu.edu/ad/facilities/motorpool/drivertraining.html 
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Appendix 

 

 

All Appendix documents and evaluations are available online at www.iicinternships.com in  

“IIC Intern Tools.” 
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